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Federal Insider Trading Investigation Targets Hedge Funds

The November 20, 2010 edition of the Wall Street Journal reported that federal authorities are
preparing to bring criminal and civil claims for insider trading against numerous hedge funds,
mutual-fund traders, and their advisors. In particular, the investigation and prosecution of
hedge funds reportedly centers on allegedly non-public information provided to hedge fund
personnel by “expert network” services, consulting groups that provide institutional investors
with industry-specific knowledge and expertise to assist in their investment decisions.
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Claims Advocacy
Marsh’s claims advocates and client advisors are
available to discuss the issues emanating from the
insider trading investigations further and possible
coverage under GPL and E&O programs. There has
been a spate of recent case law addressing the extent
to which professional liability policies respond to
regulatory investigations. Therefore, it is critical that
clients and prospects understand the nuances of these
developments to maximize their coverage

MARSH FINPRO—Financial Institutions:
Marsh is well positioned to help its financial institution
clients stay abreast of the evolving risk landscape and
manage global risks. Marsh is the leading broker and
risk advisor to the FI industry, providing risk solutions
and products to thousands of financial institutions
around the world.

For more information on this topic, please contact your FINPRO representative or
M. Machua Millett at machua.millett@marsh.com or (617) 385-0308
James S. O’Brien at james.s.obrien@marsh.com or (212) 345-6432
Mark Cuoco at mark.a.cuoco@marsh.com or (212) 345-6503.
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